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How toStayPopular: Threat, Framing, and
Conspiracy Theory Longevity
Courtney Blackington and Frances Cayton

Why do some conspiracy theories (CTs) remain popular and continue to spread on social media while others quickly fade away?
Situating conspiracy theories within the literature on social movements, we propose and test a new theory of how enduring CTs
maintain and regain popularity online. We test our theory using an original, hand-coded dataset of 5,794 tweets surrounding a
divisive and regularly commemorated set of CTs in Poland. We find that CTs that cue in-group and out-group threats garner more
retweets and likes than CT tweets lacking this rhetoric. Surprisingly, given the extant literature on party leaders’ ability to shape
political attitudes and behaviors, we find that ruling party tweets endorsing CTs gain less engagement than CT tweets from non-
officials. Finally, when a CT’s main threat frames are referenced in current events, CTs re-gain popularity on social media. Given the
centrality of CTs to populist rule, these results offer a new explanation for CT popularity—one focused on the conditions under
which salient threat frames strongly resonate.

B
elief in and exposure to conspiracy theories corre-
late with various behaviors, including individuals’
vaccination decisions and their willingness to

undermine electoral institutions (Fong et al. 2021). Con-
spiracy theories—henceforth, CTs—explain events by
claiming that a small group of powerful people secretly
operate to achieve nefarious objectives (Miller, Saunders,
and Farhart 2016; Uscinski and Parent 2014). CT prop-
agation adapts with new technologies (Bangerter,Wagner-
Egger, and Delouvée 2020). We may worry about CT
spread on social media, where ranking algorithms or self-
selection place some individuals into homogeneous echo
chambers (Del Vicario et al. 2016). Even where they exist
for only a small share of people, these echo chambers may

still consequentially impact the spread of information
(Guess 2021) and reinforce existing interpersonal divi-
sions (Tucker et al. 2018). Ultimately, for those predis-
posed to conspiratorial thinking, social media use can be
associated with CT beliefs (Enders et al. 2021). Even being
exposed to CTs unwittingly can increase belief in them
(Einstein & Glick 2015), which matters because social
media users who spread one CT often interact with
multiple CTs (Krasodomski-Jones 2019).
Despite our understanding of the digital environment in

which CTs circulate, this literature frequently examines
belief in a specific CT at onemoment in time.While beliefs
in CTs remain stable (Romer and Hall Jamieson 2020;
Uscinski et al. 2022) or may even decrease over time
(Mancosu and Vassallo 2022), an individual’s engagement
with a particular CT likely ebbs and flows. Indeed, some
online CTs, like those targeting George Soros, have
centuries-old origins rooted in anti-Semitism (Tamkin
2020). By contrast, others quickly lose popularity—such
as a CT that Finland does not exist (Ellis 2018). Knowing
when and how CTs earn and maintain online engagement
is crucial because even short-lived CTs can be consequen-
tial. Despite the pernicious nature of CTs online, we lack a
deep understanding of why some CTs garner more online
engagement than others. What features of CTs enable
some to become popular while others fade?
We propose and test a new theory of online CT popu-

larity. SituatingCTswithin the socialmovements literature,
we expect that the credible threat invoked by a CT will
explain its staying power.We theorize three factors through
which CT entrepreneurs—the people who “sell” CTs by
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creating and spreading them (Harambam 2020)—engage
others in their CT: 1) invoking a well-defined out-group
threat, 2) elite endorsement, and 3) the role of “focusing
events,” or “sudden, unexpected, and visible events” that
“push event-relevant issues to the top of the public agenda”
(Reny and Newman 2021, p. 1499). These factors may
affect how and when specific CTs gain online engagement.
We test this theory by leveraging three CTs emerging

from the 2010 Smoleńsk plane crash that still circulate over
a decade later. The Polish president and 95 other political,
religious, and military officials died in this crash, which
generated many CTs. Thirty-four percent of Poles in 2020
agreed that the crash was likely an assassination (CBOS
2020). Some associated CTs falsely claim that the promi-
nent Polish party PO, the PO politician Donald Tusk, or
PO in collusion with Russia orchestrated the crash. These
CTs map onto pre-existing partisan polarization between
the PO and PiS parties (Cinar and Nalepa 2022), often
casting PO not just as a political out-group but as a
domestic fifth column (TVRepublika 2023; Żukiewicz &
Zimny 2015). Despite official reports from the Polish
government and Russian Interstate Aviation Committee
concluding that the crash was due to pilot and air traffic
control error amidst poor weather conditions (Żukiewicz
and Zimny 2015), members of the ruling Polish party
Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (PiS) have endorsed crash CTs
(Bilewicz et al. 2019). Some Polish media outlets also
circulated these CTs.Monthly masses, marches to a memo-
rial in Warsaw, smaller events across Poland, and online
conversations regularly memorialize the crash. We leverage
the monthly commemorations’ regularity to analyze the
factors shaping CT popularity and resurgence online.
To test our theory, we scraped 5,974 tweets during the

three days surrounding the Smoleńsk monthly commem-
orations over one year. We hand-coded each tweet to
identify which CT—if any—the user endorsed, the sym-
bols attached to their message, and whether the user is a
PiS politician.
We find that CTs survive by tapping into pre-existing

in-and-out group threat frames. CTs cuing underlying
domestic political divisions or foreign threats are retweeted
and liked at higher rates than tweets about the crash
without this framing. These effects increase during focus-
ing events. Surprisingly, tweets invoking CTs from ruling
PiS officials are retweeted less in normal times. However,
after a focusing event, PiS tweets about CTs garner just as
much or more engagement than before.
Our paper improves the understanding of when and

how CTs garner online engagement. Since political mis-
information spreads faster than true information online
(Vosoughi, Roy, and Arel 2018), social media is a powerful
venue to study CT proliferation. Online interaction with
CTs may even translate into offline action, as it does for
other types of political behaviors (Larson et al. 2019).
Further, we answer a call to address the micro-foundations

of the relationship between CTs and populist rule
(Bergmann and Butter 2020; Hawkins et al. 2018; Pirro
and Taggart 2022). We achieve this through a novel
typology of online CT endurance, which clarifies the
context, actors, and timing underpinning how social media
users interact with CTs over time.

The paper is organized in five parts. First, we define CTs
and discuss how they spread online. Second, we theorize
about how tweet content, user characteristics, and con-
temporary events shape CTs’ popularity. Third, we
describe the Smoleńsk crash. Fourth, we detail our data
collection strategy. Finally, we present our findings.

Online Conspiracy Theory Popularity
A conspiracy represents a “true causal chain of events”
(Douglas et al. 2019, 4), occurring when a small group of
actors secretly work to gain political or economic power,
conceal secrets, or harm another group. By contrast,
conspiracy theories (CTs) claim that a secretive group of
conspirators caused some event that harms an in-group
while benefiting those conspirators (Cichocka et al. 2016;
Miller, Saunders, and Farhart 2016). CTs are “accusatory
perceptions” (Uscinski and Parent 2014, 33), which
explain events by blaming some group of covertly pursuing
a nefarious end but lack evidence to conclusively prove
their claims (Douglas et al. 2019). While many CTs are
false, others are proven true and become conspiracies
(Sunstein and Vermeule 2009). Watergate is a prototyp-
ical example of a CT becoming a conspiracy, after report-
ing and Congressional hearings revealed the truth
(Atkinson, DeWitt, and Uscinski 2017).

CTs spread online and offline. CT entrepreneurs can
propagate CTs via mass media, as Henry Ford did when
publishing The Protocols of the Elders of Zion in his
newspaper (Bangerter, Wagner-Egger, and Delouvée
2020). CTs also circulate online, where citizens have “a
platform to (inter)actively deconstruct official versions of
the ‘truth’, to consume alternative accounts and to produce
their own theories” (Aupers 2012, p. 27). Despite the
presence of misinformation (Anspach and Carlson 2020),
many people access news on social media (Gottfried and
Shearer 2017). While the internet does not necessarily
make more people believe in CTs (Uscinski, DeWitt,
and Atkinson 2018), social media usage may correspond
with CT beliefs (Enders et al. 2021). Unlike Facebook or
Instagram, Twitter has a social norm of public conversation
(Steinert-Threlkeld 2018), while allowing relative ano-
nymity. Twitter also democratizes access, with political
elites engaging alongside everyday users, making Twitter
well suited for CT propagation (Tucker et al. 2018).

Common explanations of CT popularity focus on how
CT entrepreneurs (DeWitt, Atkinson, and Wegner 2018)
and online echo chambers circulate CTs (Kauk, Kreysa,
and Schweinberger 2021). Little attention, however, is
paid to the variation in these CTs’ content or their level of
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engagement over time.1 Beyond the environment in
which they circulate, we know little about what types of
CTs thrive online.
To address this question, we draw on the social move-

ments literature, which analyzes what factors drive social
movement engagement. Both CTs and social movements
involve anti-elite, anti-establishment, or anti-status quo
elements (Grossman and Mayer 2022; Pirro and Taggart
2022). Scholars of social movements attribute movement
success to a trifecta of political opportunities, grievance
framing, and resource mobilization (McAdam 1996).
Whereas grievance framing and political opportunities—
such as elite allies or timing—are relevant to online CT
spread, resource mobilization is less critical. Spreading CTs
on social media involves one click—amuch lower cost than
the resources and time commitments requisite for offline
action (Olson 1971). With lower participation costs,
online CTs can spread quickly. We now detail our theory
of online CT popularity. Drawing on the logic of political
opportunities and grievance framing, we theorize that
online CT engagement is driven by threat frames, elite
endorsement, and reminders of a CT’s frames during
“focusing events.”

Threats, Grievances, and Conspiracy
Theory Framing
Conspiracy theory framing mirrors the meaning-making
process in social movements. Social movements must
situate their goals within the existing social order (Zald
1996). As movement framing is a competitive process
(Benford and Snow 2000), social movements often justify
their cause by framing the movement as under threat
(Tarrow 2011). Social movements thus define themselves
by identifying an in-group, out-group, and “the locations
of the borders between” these groups (Tarrow 2011, 143).
Framing similarly affects whether and how a CT

emerges, as “shifting threats” anticipate “which outsiders
will be scapegoated, when, and why” (Uscinski and Parent
2014, 135). Like social movement frames, CT frames are
deployed within competitive environments (Chong and
Druckman 2007), emphasizing particular aspects of a
perceived reality over others (Entman 1993). A CT’s frame
helps people cope with collectively traumatic events, loss,
weakness, or disunity (Kay et al. 2009; Uscinski and Parent
2014) by attributing causality for those events. Therefore,
CTs can arm believers with a sense of control (van Prooijen
2020), particularly when they categorize political actors as
belonging to groups, like “the powerful” and “powerless”
(Sapountzis and Condor 2013). In this manner, both CTs
and social movements define a grievance, diagnose who is
to blame, and try to mobilize people around this grievance.
We thus expect that CT frames targeting well-specified,

“powerful” others will gain greater online engagement.
Indeed, out-group derogation can powerfully polarize peo-
ple (Wojcieszak et al. 2022b) and impact their willingness

to name perceived conspirators (Jolley et al. 2022; Kim
2022). We theorize that when a CT’s framing maps onto
credible pre-existing political threats, including domestic
polarization or foreign tensions, the CT should attract
greater online engagement.

Domestic Political Threat Frames
Conspiracy theories can appeal to collective identities and
threats through partisan cues.We expect that CTs grafting
their central claims to partisan divides will remain salient
because partisanship centrally impacts how people process
political information, issues, and events (Brader and Mar-
cus 2013; Goren et al. 2009).
Many CTs implicate a political party as the conspirator.

When the party blamed is one’s out-party, partisans are
more likely to endorse the CT than when co-partisans
comprise this group (Pasek et al. 2015; Uscinski, Klofstad,
and Atkinson 2016). Similarly, individuals share misin-
formation on partisan lines (Garrett and Bond 2021) and
out of a dislike of their political opponents (Osmundsen
et al. 2021). Since group identities are salient on social
media (Wojcieszak et al. 2022a), partisanship might con-
sequentially shape online CT spread. As people conform
to their in-group by sharing information that the group
cares about (Brady, Crockett, and Van Bavel 2020), social
media may facilitate the spread of CTs painting the
in-group positively or the out-group negatively.
We expect that CTs appealing to pre-existing partisan

divisions by blaming party officials for conspiring will earn
more engagement online than those lacking this rhetoric.2

H1A: Tweets claiming party officials are complicit in a
conspiracy theory are more likely to be liked and retweeted
than tweets without this claim.

Foreign Threat Frames
Credible foreign threats represent another effective frame
for online conspiracy theory entrepreneurs. Since feelings
of powerlessness and a lack of personal control rear CTs
(Pantazi, Papaioannou, and van Prooijen 2022; Stojanov
and Halberstadt 2020), CT entrepreneurs may leverage
salient international tensions to generate a credible foreign
threat. For example, historical trauma can breed a loss of
agency at the group and individual level (Fritsche 2022).
Thus, blaming a former colonizer or wartime enemy in a
CT may improve that CT’s resonance, even when those
beliefs do not reflect the current “socio-political reality”
(Bilewicz 2022). These beliefs remain important, how-
ever, as people who think their nation was uniquely
victimized are more likely to believe in CTs (Bilewicz
et al. 2019).
Our expectations are also rooted in the rally-around-

the-flag literature, which finds public opinion shifts fol-
lowing foreign threats (Baum 2002; Colaresi 2007). Just as
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a rallying effect may occur under heightened external
threat, CTs appealing to foreign tensions may gain pop-
ularity (Uscinski and Parent 2014, 133-36). When CT
entrepreneurs claim that members of a country conspire
with foreign enemies, they suggest that internal fifth
columns enact domestic harm. These themes exist inmany
CTs, including the CT that the Bush administration
facilitated the 9/11 attacks (Lindsay and Shortridge
2021). We expect that tweets grounding CTs in credible
foreign threats will get greater online engagement.

H1B: Tweets claiming that foreign actors who present a
credible threat are complicit in the conspiracy theory will
be liked and retweeted at higher rates than tweets that do
not invoke this threat frame.

Elite Endorsements
We theorize that when partisan elites support conspiracy
theories on social media, their posts will receive more
engagement than non-elite social media users who spread
similar CTs. Our expectation aligns with the opinion
leadership literature. Partisan identities impact how people
evaluate political information, issues, and events (Goren
et al. 2009). When co-partisan leaders support an issue,
partisans often affirm their party’s position (Oliver and
Wood 2014), punish dissent (Filindra and Harbridge-
Yong 2022), and “follow-the-leader” to adopt these views
(DeWitt, Atkinson, and Wegner 2018). On Twitter,
people following political elites strongly prefer ideological
congruity (Wojcieszak et al. 2022a). Further, individuals’
pre-existing ideologies and partisan identities influence
CT beliefs (Hartman and Newmark 2012; Smallpage
et al. 2017).
Politicians leverage individuals’ susceptibility to CTs to

“flaunt their access to intelligence” (Radnitz 2021, 176)
and de-legitimize political opponents (Muirhead and
Rosenblum 2019, 88). CTs rooted in partisan divides
can even harden into a “conspiracy cleavage” capable of
structuring political competition (Marinov and Popova
2022). Ultimately, how strongly politicians endorse CTs
influences the likelihood that co-partisans will accept CTs
(Enders and Smallpage 2019). We anticipate that these
patterns will extend to social media, where party leaders’
engagement with a CT should garner greater engagement
from co-partisans.

H2: Tweets from party leaders invoking conspiracy theo-
ries will gain greater online engagement than CT tweets
not shared by party officials.

Focusing Events
Finally, we turn to timing. We theorize that focusing
events will shape a conspiracy theory’s popularity over
time. Focusing events are “sudden, unexpected, and visible
events” (Reny and Newman 2021) that cause identifiable

and concentrated harm to a subset of the population,
making blame easily identifiable (Birkland 1998). In the
aftermath, event-relevant issues can return “to the top of
the public agenda” (Reny and Newman 2021), potentially
triggering public opinion change. For example, the police
killing of George Floyd was a focusing event for public
opinion on policing and anti-Black discrimination in the
United States (Reny and Newman 2021). Other common
focusing events include conflicts or environmental disas-
ters (Alexandrova 2015).

We propose that focusing events can also affect the
conditions under which CTs resurface. For example,
under our theory, the resurgence of interest in September
2022 in the CT that the Crown killed Princess Diana
corresponds to the focusing event of Queen Elizabeth II’s
death, which returned CTs about the princess’ death to
public conversation (Google Trends 2022).

Focusing events connected to a CT’s threat frames may
regenerate CT popularity. This process parallels changes in
a social movement’s opportunity structure, wherein
changes in opportunities shift the balance of power
between a group and a regime (Tilly 1978). Events that
may change a social movement’s opportunity structure
include “defeat in war, elite divisions, state fiscal
problems” (Goldstone and Tilly 2001, 183), among
others (McAdam 1996). Similar focusing events may
generate an opening for CT entrepreneurs. Indeed, times
of elevated foreign threat in the United States, including
the Cold War, saw an uptick in CTs with a “foreign
villain” (Uscinski and Parent 2014, 143).

We anticipate that when the central “villain” of a CT
looms in current events, those who feel threatened by this
villain will re-engage with the CT. That CT—and those
threats posed by the villain—are established ex ante,
embedded within the original frames of the CT. When a
CT villain’s behavior suggests they present a credible
threat, related CTs may gain engagement.

H3: Tweets invoking a conspiracy theory will be liked and
retweeted at higher rates after the invocation of a focusing
event appealing to the CT’s threat framing.

Case Justification
To test our theory, we analyze a set of conspiracy
theories emerging after the 2010 Smoleńsk plane crash.
The durability and variability of the constituent Smo-
leńsk CTs, as well as the relative importance of CT
endorsements to populist politicians, make this case
distinct. Poland is a paradigmatic case of ethnopopulist
rule (Vachudova 2020). The salience of the Smoleńsk
CTs within Poland allows us to probe how CTs gain or
stay popular when populists use CTs for political ends.
We detail the nuances of the CTs in the following
section. Here, we discuss the logic underpinning our
case selection.
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Many CTs persist, like those questioning U.S. President
Barack Obama’s birth certificate or blaming the Bush
administration for the 9/11 attacks. These two CTs are
widely known, with 24% and 19% of Americans believing
them respectively (Oliver and Wood 2014). Our case
maintains higher domestic support, with 34% of Poles
believing the crash was an assassination (CBOS 2020).
Most CT scholarship analyzes CTs in the United States
(see, for example, Oliver and Wood 2014; Sunstein and
Vermeule 2009; Uscinski, Klofstad. and Atkinson 2016).
We join a growing literature probing CTs beyond the
United States (Radnitz 2021), where party competition
may exist on an axis of CT support (Enyedi andWhitefield
2020; Pirro and Taggart 2022) or CT beliefs correlate with
authoritarian preferences (Marinov and Popova 2022).
Unlike some CTs, monthly meetings ritualize the

Smoleńsk crash. These offline meetings correspond with
online discussions of the crash. We leverage the routine
nature of this discourse to observe how people popularize
CTs online. We start our analysis in June 2021, about a
decade after the CT’s emergence, to assess the factors
shaping a CT’s enduring popularity. Variation in the
alleged conspirators allow us to hold constant the context
of the overarching event while exploiting variation in
specific CTs’ popularity.

Case Description
In April 2010, 96 high-ranking Polish officials flew to the
seventieth commemoration of the Katyń massacre. This
commemoration was hailed as an important moment for
Polish–Russian reconciliation. In 1940, the Russian Peo-
ple’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs (NKVD) murdered
21,768 Polish intelligentsia and military officers in the
forests near Katyń (Fredheim 2014). The historical han-
dling of the Katyń massacre by Soviet and Russian officials
made the 2010 commemoration event particularly salient.
During communist times, Soviet political leaders and
scholars claimed that the Nazis committed the massacre.
Only in 1990 did Soviet leaderMikhail Gorbachev confirm
the NKVD’s culpability and open related archives. Despite
a period of increased transparency, in 2004, Vladimir Putin
closed the archives and prevented Poles from accessing
information about Katyń. This stance upset Poles seeking
social justice. When Putin invited Polish officials to the
seventieth commemoration of the massacre in 2010, it
signaled a potential opening in Russo-Polish relations
(Drzewiecka and Hasian 2018; Soroka 2022).
En route to these commemorations, the plane carrying

96 Polish officials crashed. All passengers died, including
Polish president Lech Kaczyński, his wife, and senior
military, government, and religious officials. Many, but
not all, of the politicians who died in the crash belonged to
the PiS party. The crash occurred near the Russian city of
Smoleńsk. Transcripts from the cockpit’s black box—a
standard voice recorder used to facilitate investigations

after aviation accidents—show that the pilots warned
against landing in the weather, but were pressured to land
by senior officials onboard (Reuters 2015).3 Subsequent
official investigation reports revealed that thick fog, pilot
error, and poor visibility on the plane’s descent caused the
crash (Khalitova et al. 2020; Żukiewicz and Zimny 2015).
Despite these findings, CTs about the crash’s cause
emerged by late April 2010 (Niżyńska 2010). Popular
newspapers like Rzeczpospolita and Gazeta Polska pub-
lished these CTs (Żukiewicz and Zimny 2015) and com-
peting accounts of the crash proliferated (Myslik et al.
2021).
The central CT claims that explosions caused the crash.

While PiS officials did not endorse this narrative immedi-
ately, it soon dominated the party’s rhetoric (Niżyńska
2010). Over time, PiS subsumed these CTs into its broader
political strategy of reinterpreting history to increase its
popular support (Bernhard and Kubik 2014). These CTs
often blame the crash on either 1) the Platforma Obywa-
telska party (PO); 2) its leader Donald Tusk; or 3) PO in
collusion with Russian officials. In 2012, PiS chairman
Jarosław Kaczyński—the twin brother of the deceased
president Lech Kaczyński—declared in parliament to then-
Prime Minister and PO party leader Donald Tusk, “in a
political sense, you bear 100% responsibility for the
catastrophe” (Davies 2016). In this speech, Jarosław Kac-
zyński accused Donald Tusk of conspiring with Russia to
conceal alleged explosions.
After PiS returned to power in 2015, PiS MP and

former Minister of Defense Antoni Macierewicz launched
new investigations into the crash. In April 2022, PiS
released the Macierewicz report, which blamed Russia
(Kublik and Wójcik 2022). An investigative report led
by the Polish television station TVN found that Macier-
ewicz’s report misrepresented findings commissioned
from the U.S. National Institute for Aviation Research
and manipulated the plane’s black box recordings to
support the CTs that PiS endorses (Ptak 2022). In turn,
Macierewciz claims TVN’s investigation is false (Ptak
2022). Poland’s Supreme Audit Office could not identify
the purpose of nine contracts worth 602,600 złoty (about
$140,000) associated with the Macierewicz investigations
(Dobrosz-Oracz 2023). Contestation over the crash’s
cause thus continues today.

Mapping the Theory to the Case
We now map our hypotheses onto features of the Smo-
leńsk crash. Table 1 provides a summary.
Our first hypothesis concerns domestic partisan threats.

Pre-existing partisan divisions may provide fertile ground
for frames painting the other party as an out-group. The
PiS and PO parties polarize Polish politics (Cinar and
Nalepa 2022). Moreover, the crash mapped onto pre-
existing cleavages. Most politicians who died in the crash
belonged to PiS, and some PiS officials blamed PO or its
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leader Donald Tusk for the crash. Unsurprisingly, public
opinion about the crash is polarized on partisan lines. A
2023 poll showed that 77% of PiS voters believe in crash
CTs, while 86% of voters in PO’s current electoral coali-
tion reject these CTs (PAP 2023). We expect that tweets
blaming PO or its officials for the Smoleńsk crash will
garner more likes and retweets than tweets about the crash
without this claim. We operationalize this by coding for
whether the tweet contains a CT blaming PO or its leader
Tusk for causing the crash.
Russia partitioned Poland for 123 years and the Soviet

Union waged war against Poland in the twentieth century,
making Russia appear as an “existential threat to Poland’s
politics of history” for some (Soroka 2022, 349). Poland’s
historical victimhood (Bilewicz et al. 2019) may make the
threat of Russian collusion with Polish politicians invoked
by the Smoleńsk CTs seem more plausible. Therefore,
CTs claiming collusion between Russia and an alleged
internal fifth column, PO, may present a credible foreign
threat and increase these CTs’ appeal.We hypothesize that
tweets invoking collusion CTs will earn more likes and
retweets than tweets discussing the crash that do not
invoke this CT.4 To assess credible foreign threats, we
code whether tweets claim Russian forces worked with PO
to cause the crash.
PiS leaders sometimes endorse Smoleńsk CTs (Bilewicz

et al. 2019), and these CTs have a strong partisan character
(Blackington 2021; Stanley and Cześnik 2019).When PiS
officials promote CT tweets, we expect these tweets to gain
greater engagement than non-PiS tweets with CTs.5

Finally, we expect that focusing events that remind of
the CTs’ central threats will increase engagement. In
February 2022, Russia launched a full-scale invasion of
Ukraine. Since the Smoleńsk crash occurred in Russian
territory en route to commemorate Soviet aggression in
Katyń, we expect that the invasion may serve as a focusing
event, triggering memories of similar, past Russian aggres-
sion against Poles (Snyder 2022). Since Russia has recently

committed war crimes and atrocities against Ukrainians
(Hinnant and Keaten 2023), some Poles may be more
likely to believe that the Smoleńsk crash is another
instance of recent Russian atrocities—this time allegedly
committed alongside Polish politicians. Thus, we expect
CTs to garner additional engagement after Russia’s full-
fledged invasion than before.

Data Collection and Coding
To assess the spread and nature of the Smoleńsk plane
crash discourse, we scraped tweets from August 2021 to
July 2022. Just as campaign speeches and press releases are
used to analyze elite rhetoric, tweets offer insight into elite
and quotidian political communication. Social media data
allow us to observe longitudinal trends and identify events
with immense granularity (Barberá and Steinert-Threlkeld
2020) while avoiding framing biases artificiality invoked
via other methods of studying public discourse like surveys
(Klašnja et al. 2017).

We used Twitter’s free Academic API to scrape tweets
using a list of hashtags related to the Smoleńsk crash (refer to
table A4 in the online appendix). The Smoleńsk commem-
oration events occur on the tenth of every month, so we
scraped tweets from 12:00 a.m. on the ninth to 11:59
p.m. on the eleventh. The bulk of online Smoleńsk discourse
occurs on days surrounding these offline monthly anniver-
saries. Appendix A hosts data collection procedures. In
limiting our sample to those discussing the Smoleńsk crash
on Twitter, our sample is neither representative of the full
Polish tweet population nor of the full Polish Twitter
discourse on those days. It is representative of tweets engag-
ing with Smoleńsk during the monthly commemorations.

We independently hand-coded tweets for references to
domestic political actors, religious symbols and events,
foreign actors, invocation of historical memory, and anti-
CT discourse. Automated object detection algorithms
often struggle with non-English languages, poor resolu-
tion, filtering distortions (common to photoshopped

Table 1
Observable implications

Concept
Smoleńsk
Case Indicators

Predicted
Relationship

H1A: Domestic partisan
threats

PO or Tusk Suggests PO politicians or Donald Tusk
orchestrated the crash

Retweeted and liked
more

H1B: Credible foreign
threats

Russia–PO
collusion

Suggests Russia and PO colluded to cause the
crash

Retweeted and liked
more

H2: Elite endorsements PiS leaders Tweet from PiS politician Retweeted and liked
more

H3: Focusing events After Russia’s
invasion of
Ukraine

Tweets after February 24, 2022 Retweeted and liked
more
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images), veiled allusions, and with general accuracy (Zou
et al. 2019)—all of which characterize our tweet sample.
Thus, we hand-coded our entire tweet corpus. Our inter-
coder reliability check revealed that our codes matched
with 96.5% accuracy and a Cohen’s Kappa of 0.76. We
discussed any tweets with a disagreement. We describe
coding rules in online appendix A and offer representative
tweets in tables 2 and 3.

Analysis
Our sample included 5,974 unique tweets across 2,258
accounts collected from August 2021 to July 2022 (Black-
ington and Cayton 2024). Figure 1 presents a descriptive
summary of the content invoked in these tweets. In online
appendix B, figures A6 and A7 and table A5 present
descriptive statistics about how users engage with tweets
invoking CTs and typical engagement rates per tweet. On
average, a single account contributed 2.65 tweets to our
dataset, though this ranged between 1 and 131 tweets per
account. The median contribution is 1 tweet.
Tweets referencing a CT ranged from 5.25% to 57.23%

of each month’s sample. A marked increase in the percent
of CT tweets occurred after Russia’s full-fledged invasion of
Ukraine. We also visualize the most-used themes within
these tweets in online appendix C, figure A9. The most
frequently used words in Smoleńsk Twitter discourse
reflect CTs, often invoking foreign or domestic political
threats. Some illustrative words in the word cloud include
“assassination attempt,” “Putin,” “Tusk,” “was killed,” and
“truth.”These phrases, and others in figure A9, suggest that
CT discourse about the Smoleńsk plane crash widely
occurs on Twitter during the monthly commemoration
events. We now turn to the empirical tests of our
hypotheses.

Tweet Framing Results
We first consider our threat framing hypotheses (H1a and
H1b). Our outcome variables are like and retweet counts,
and therefore have high variance in engagement. Though
Poisson models are standard for counts, we use quasi-
Poisson models to account for this over-dispersion, a
common problem with aggregate count data (Hobbs
et al. 2023; Osmundsen et al. 2021; Vogler 2019). The
standard Poisson model holds:

Pr Y = yijμi
� �

=
e−μiμyii
yi!

,yi = 0,1,2,… (1)

For each observation i, the systematic component μi
follows the equation:

log μið Þ = β0þβ1CTi,tþx0
i,tβ (2)

Wherein β0 is the intercept, β1 is the coefficient of the
effect on a CT reference and x0

i,tβ corresponds with

covariates. Y, our outcome of interest, is the number of
retweets or likes a tweet garners.
While a standard Poisson assumes that the mean μ =

σ2, under the quasi-Poisson specification, σ2 = ψμ, where
ψ is a dispersion parameter. As ψ influences the variance,
but not the mean, the parameter accounts for the fact
that the mean and variance are not equivalent in over-
dispersed counts. Thus, the quasi-Poisson addresses over-
dispersion by adjusting the standard errors (Vogler
2019).6

The term x0
i,tβ includes several controls. First, we

control for month fixed effects. These account for any
unobserved time-invariant confounders occurring in a
given monthly scraping period (Imai and Kim 2019),
allowing us to hold constant seasonal effects unique to
each month’s three-day collection period. We also control
for each user’s logged number of followers and friends
(those who one follows), which correlate with the number
of retweets and likes an individual gets (Kwak et al. 2010;
Suh 2021). Since verified accounts are notable accounts—
representing governments, companies, and other influen-
tial individuals—–and likely operate differently on social
media, we also control for an account’s verified status
(Shahi, Dirkson, and Majchrzak 2021).
We run the same set of models outlined earlier for each

hypothesis, alternating the key independent variable (“CT”)
for the specific Smoleńsk CT. Tables 6 and 7 in online
appendix D provide full regression tables.

Domestic Partisan Framing Results
Does tying a conspiracy theory to domestic political
threats impact the rate at which tweets are retweeted and
liked? We hypothesized that tweets blaming either PO or
its leader Donald Tusk for causing the Smoleńsk crash
would be retweeted and liked at higher rates than those
tweets about Smoleńsk that do not mention partisan
conspirators (H1A). We use the quasi-Poisson regression
models described in Equations 1 and 2, regressing retweets
and likes on whether a PO-tinted or Tusk-tinted CT is
invoked.
Figure 2 plots the difference in the predicted number of

times a tweet would be retweeted or liked if it contains a
CT about PO compared to those tweets that do not
include this CT, holding all else constant. We use the
observed case approach and calculate 95% confidence
intervals using Monte Carlo simulation. We find that
tweets endorsing the PO CT are retweeted at higher rates,
but liked at lower rates, than tweets about Smoleńsk that
do not endorse this CT. We conduct the same analysis for
the tweets invoking Tusk CTs. Tweets promoting the
Tusk CT are also retweeted, but not liked, at higher rates.
These findings offer mixed support for H1A. While

domestic threat CTs can gainmore engagement than crash
tweets lacking these CTs, this varies by engagement type.
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Table 2
Coding examples—Tweets featuring conspiracy theories

Tweet Type Explanation

Domestic
threat

Blood drips off of PO party leader Donald Tusk’s last name. The first two letters of Tusk’s name are
incorporated into the type of plane that crashed, and the last two into the crash location, suggesting
Tusk’s culpability.

Domestic
threat

This user retweets a message stating that Smoleńsk was an “attack.” The original tweet blames PO
President Komorowski for using President Kaczyński’s death for his own political benefit.

Foreign
threat

This tweet portrays Putin giving Tusk a Russian general’s award. The tweet reads “we remember,”
suggesting Tusk-Putin collaboration.
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Table 3
Coding examples—Tweets without conspiracy theories

Tweet Type Tweet and Explanation Tweet Type Tweet and Explanation

Opposition

The tweeter warns others about traffic near a crashmemorial
andmocks themonthly commemoration’s fanfare, making it
an anti-CT tweet.

News and
Religious

This tweet from a TV outlet provides details for a mass to honor
crash victims. It is coded for both religious imagery and news
coverage.

(Continued)
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Tweet Type Tweet and Explanation Tweet Type Tweet and Explanation

In Memoriam
and Religious

This tweet shows a physical crash memorial. It is coded for
religious imagery because of the cross made of flowers and
votive candle emoji.

In Memoriam

This tweet includes a photo collage of those who died in the crash
and includes the hashtag “we remember.” It does not mention a
CT; it simply memorializes the crash victims.
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Through retweets, users bring more attention to the
mentioned CT. The CT thus becomes more “viral”
(Pancer and Poole 2016).
However, users do not necessarily reward domestic

threat CT tweets with likes more than tweets lacking this
rhetoric. Indeed, in the case of PO, these tweets are less
popular than tweets without this CT. Thus, some of the
engagement with domestic threat CT tweets may stem
from people who are unwilling to publicly endorse
(i.e., “like”) the tweet.

Foreign Threat Framing Results
Beyond domestic threats, we theorize that tweets stating
Russian and PO officials collaborated to orchestrate the
crash would be retweeted and liked more than tweets

about Smoleńsk lacking these conspiracy theories (H1B).
Tables A6 and A7 in online appendix D present our quasi-
Poisson regressions, which follow Equations 1 and 2.
We plot the difference in the predicted number of

retweets or likes for tweets that contain this CT and those
that do not in figure 2. Tweets claiming that Russian
officials collaborated with PO officials to cause the Smo-
leńsk plane crash garner more retweets and likes than
tweets about Smoleńsk that do not. This supports H1B.
Together, we interpret the support for H1B and mixed

support for H1A to suggest that CTs survive through their
threat frames. The type of threat invoked by a CT may
make that CTmore viral by earningmore retweets, though
not always more popular by earning more likes. The
difference between the foreign and domestic threat find-
ings offers tentative evidence that this effect is

Figure 1
Descriptive summary of tweet frequencies
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Dotted line for after Russia full−scale invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2022

Notes: The Y-axis shows the proportion of total monthly tweets, sorted by content type. The X-axis is the month of tweet collection. There is a
dotted line after the start of Russia’s full-fledged invasion of Ukraine. The top panel shows conspiracy theory content; the bottom panel non-CT
content. ‘Total Conspiracy’ includes all tweets referencing aCT (all PO, Tusk, and collusionCT tweets). All tweets in Table 2 are included in this
category. Some tweets have multiple categories. For example, a tweet invoking Russia-PO collaboration would be coded for Total, PO, and
PO-Russia collaboration. We similarly illustrate non-CT content in the bottom panel. All tweets in table 3 are in one of these groups.
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heterogenous across the type of threat invoked. This
variation in tweet traction underscores the essential role
of framing in CT proliferation. CTs tapping into salient in
and out-group threats garner more online engagement
than tweets without these frames.

Elite Endorsement Results
Are our results driven by tweets from prominent officials?
We hypothesized that when PiS officials endorse a con-
spiracy theory, their tweets would be liked and retweeted
more than CT tweets from non-officials (H2). To test this,
we run the first set of quasi-Poisson models (Equations 1
and 2), interacting the key independent variable of CT
type with a dummy variable indicating whether PiS offi-
cials wrote the post.7 The reference group are tweets not
authored by PiS elites. Tables A8 and A9 in online
appendix D present these results. Figure 3 shows the
predicted engagement for whether a PiS official tweeted
the message and whether a CT was mentioned.
PiS officials who invoke PO CTs on social media earn

fewer retweets and likes when compared to ordinary users
who propagate these CTs—though this difference is only
statistically significant for retweets. They garner about the
same amount of retweets and likes as non-PiS users for
Tusk and collusion CTs.8

We thus do not find support for H2. When PiS party
officials endorse CTs, they earn less or the same amount of
engagement for CTs as non-PiS officials. While we find it
surprising that tweets from party leaders invoking CTs
garner less online engagement than CTs not authored by
party officials, we note that these findings align with other
instances of politicians trying—and failing— to mobilize
people around CTs. For example, Hillary Clinton blamed a
vast right-wing conspiracy for her husband’s troubles in
1998 (Zaller 1998). Similarly, then-President Barrack
Obama began his 2012 re-election campaign with a com-
mercial about secretive oil billionaires being out to get him
(Uscinski and Parent 2014, 135). Both CTs lacked mobi-
lizing power. Given these examples of officeholders failing
to leverage CTs, our results reiterate the difficulty of
convincing people that a power-holder is a victim. CTs
thrive because of their anti-elite nature, making CT invo-
cation a tactic used by “losers” (Uscinski and Parent 2014).
The very skepticism that encourages individual to believe
CTs can generate hesitancy toward the motives of political
elites who endorse them (Radnitz 2021).

Though incumbent politicians may be punished for
spreading CTs online, they domobilize supporters around
CTs (Muirhead and Rosenblum 2019). CTs are central to
ethnopopulist rhetoric in cases ranging from Hungary
(Plenta 2020) to India (Vaishnav 2019). This spurs the
question: under what conditions might powerful politi-
cians successfully garner online engagement when they use
CTs? We now examine how focusing events may shape
politicians’ ability to spread CTs.

Focusing Event Results
To test our findings’ durability, we consider whether and
how conspiracy theories gain traction on social media
through “focusing events.” We hypothesized that a CT
would revive after focusing events invoking its central
threat frames. Some Smoleńsk CTs claim that Russia
and PO coordinated to cause the crash. We leverage the
interruption of our data collection due to the full-scale
Russian invasion of Ukraine on February 24, 2022, as a
focusing event. Per H3, we expect that after Russia’s full-
scale invasion of Ukraine, tweets invoking Smoleńsk CTs
would be retweeted and liked more than before the war,
when compared with those tweets discussing the crash
without invoking CTs.

We run six nonlinear difference-in-differences models
comparing whether our findings change after the war. We
use the same quasi-Poisson specification of Equations 1
and 2, specifying the component μi:

log μið Þ¼ β0þβ1CT i,t þβ2Wari,t

þ β3CT i,t ∗Wari,t þx0
i,tβ

(3)

Figure 2
Difference in predicted number of likes or
retweets based on Tweet content
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Notes: The Y-axis is conspiracy theory frame, while the X-axis
shows the difference in predicted outcome. The black lines and
dots reflect likes; the grey lines and triangles are retweets. We
calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using Monte Carlo
simulation and the observed case approach. In each model, the
reference group is all tweets that do not mention this version of the
CT. For example, for the “Tusk”CT, the reference group includes all
tweets that do not reference the Tusk CT, both those with no CT
reference at all and those referencing another CT, but that do not
make reference to Tusk.
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“War” is a dummy variable capturing if a tweet
written is before (0) or after (1) the start of Russia’s
full-scale invasion of Ukraine. We include the same
controls as earlier models. Tables A12 and A3 in
online appendix D contain full regression tables.
Figure 4 shows the predicted difference in engagement.
After the war began, a significant and substantive
increase occurs in retweets and likes for PO CTs. While
Tusk CT tweets garner more likes after the war, they
garner about the same amount of retweets. In three out
of four of our domestic threat models, the effect direc-
tion flips after the war, illustrating the increased popu-
larity and virality of domestic threat CTs. By contrast,
tweets invoking Russia-PO collusion CTs do not show
any significant temporal variation in predicted engage-
ment. They continue to garner the same higher level of
predicted engagement.
To examine whether CT tweets from PiS officials earn

more engagement after the war, we run the same models,
interacting dummy variables for the specific CT, wartime
period, and whether a PiS official authored the tweet.9

Figure 5 shows the predicted difference in likes and

retweets between tweets with these various frames. Across
all three CTs, PiS officials earn substantially more likes
after the start of the war, when compared to before. PiS
officials also earn more retweets after the start of the war,
though this predicted post-war engagement is only statis-
tically significant for collusion and Tusk CTs. Thus,
before the full-fledged invasion, PiS tweets invoking CTs
gained less engagement when compared to non-
conspiratorial PiS tweets. After the start of the war,
however, relative engagement with PiS officials’ CT rhe-
toric somewhat increases.
Comparable but smaller shifts occur for non-PiS offi-

cials. For PO and Tusk CTs, users earn marginally more
engagement after February 2022. However, ordinary peo-
ple receive fewer likes and retweets for invoking collusion
CTs after the war relative to before. Our findings offer
tentative evidence that for some frames, elite and public
CT discourse align more after focusing events. Surpris-
ingly, we note that those CTs with the largest uptick in
social media engagement following a focusing event lack
explicit ties to the event. Domestic threat CTs gain
popularity after the war, while CTs of foreign threat,

Figure 3
Difference in predicted number of likes or retweets based on tweet content and PiS officials
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Notes: Each panel represents a different conspiracy theory. The Y-axis represents retweets or likes. The X-axis shows the difference in
predicted outcome. The dotted (solid) lines and triangles (dots) reflect PiS officials (non-officials). We use the observed case approach and
calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using Monte Carlo simulation.
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arguably more directly related to the war, maintain greater
engagement.
This finding offers mixed support for H3. Focusing

events have heterogeneous effects across subgroups. While
elite engagement with CTs is rewarded more than CTs
shared by the general public after a focusing event than
before, the strength of this effect is not uniform. Further
work should tease out whether focusing events have a
uniform effect on CT resurgence, or whether the specific
CT moderates these effects.

Robustness Checks
We run three robustness checks: 1) checking the assump-
tions underlying our difference-in-differences models, 2)
verifying bots do not drive our analysis, and 3) assessing
model dependence.
First, identification for our focusing events findings

rests on the assumption that we maintain parallel trends
between the treatment (CT) and control (non-CT) tweets
before the war.We demonstrate these trends graphically in

online appendix F, figures A10 through A12. We ran-
domly select 100 “start dates” of the war amongst all
pre-treatment (pre-war) tweets. We then run our differ-
ence-in-differences models and find no effect. The placebo
tests lend empirical credibility to the parallel trends
assumption (Cunningham 2021; Huntington-Klein
2021). These results can be found in tables A22 through
A27 in online appendix F. This bolsters our confidence
that the war increases Smoleńsk CT engagement.

Further, difference-in-differences models assume that
the treatment only affects those within the treatment
group. The war reminded that Russia will use deadly
means to politically target other countries. This is a central
tenet of the Smoleńsk CTs. Accordingly, our identifying
assumption expects tweets invoking Smoleńsk CTs to be
impacted by the start of the war. Recall that our control
group are all tweets that engage with the crash, but not
with a CT. Over 4,000 such tweets exist in our dataset,
ranging from announcing road closures for crash memo-
rials to masses honoring crash dead.While the war impacts
a wide array of attitudes, we do not expect the start of the

Figure 4
Difference in the predicted number of likes or retweets based before and after Russia’s full-scale
invasion of Ukraine
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Notes: Each panel represents a different conspiracy theory. The Y-axis is CTmeasure (retweets or likes). The X-axis shows the difference in
predicted outcome. The black (grey) lines reflect those tweets from after (before) February 24, 2022. We use the observed case approach
and calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using Monte Carlo simulation.
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war to affect the number of likes and retweets of tweets
that do not engage with a CT.
Second, our study focuses on the activity of social media

users, not bots. If bots drove our results, our results would
not correspond to real users. While both bots and foreign
government-sponsored accounts like “Russia Today” can
promote disinformation on social media (Elshehawy et al.
2022), we did not find any definitive evidence of foreign
government-sponsored accounts in our dataset when we
hand-coded each individual tweet for content and
user-type.
We also leverage cutting-edge methods that detect bots

(Boichak et al. 2021; Haunschild et al. 2021; Pozzana and
Ferrara 2020). We identified potential bots by using the
Tweetbotornot supervised classifier (Kearney 2018).We then
exclude all potential bot accounts and re-ran all analyses. Our
main findings remain consistent. Tables A14 to A21 in online
appendix E discuss these procedures and results.

Finally, we re-evaluate all analyses with Poisson models.
Our results remain robust. We report these results in
online appendix H, tables A28 through A35.
Of course, we cannot attribute causality to all our find-

ings. Still, in theorizing and offering micro-foundational
evidence regarding online CT resurgence, this work opens
the door to future work on the political implications of CT
popularity. Likewise, we acknowledge that our corpus
reflects those tweets engaging with Smoleńsk on Twitter.
Though we contend that varying tints of CT discourse and
non-CT discourse on the same topic are explicit counter-
factuals, our results cannot speak to how CTs persist com-
pared to all online discourse.

Conclusion
Political disinformation may not wane naturally. Instead,
conspiracy theories promoting political disinformation

Figure 5
Difference in the predicted number of likes or retweets based on content invoked, presence of PiS
Officials, and before or after Russia’s full-scale invasion of Ukraine
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Notes: Each panel represents a different conspiracy theory. The Y-axis is CTmeasure (retweets or likes). The X-axis shows the difference in
predicted outcome. The black (grey) lines reflect those tweets from after (before) February 24, 2022. The triangles (dots) reflect those tweets
(not) including PiS officials. We use the observed case approach and calculate 95 percent confidence intervals using Monte Carlo
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can spread rampantly over time, powerfully shaping online
political narratives. The political relevance of CTs partly
stems from their durability and wide social penetration.
Our findings provide insight into the factors underpin-

ning online popularity and engagement with CTs. We
show that CT frames that tap into salient group divides,
such as perceived partisan or foreign enemies, remain
important on social media. Drawing on the social move-
ments literature and leveraging temporal variation in our
data, we show how opinion leaders and the public can
activate CT popularity by leveraging threat frames relevant
to current events. Notably, we may not expect elite
endorsement to move the needle on CT proliferation
outside of a focusing event.
We find that the credibility of foreign and domestic

threat frames strengthens online CT popularity. This
credibility could be reinforced where “true political
conspiracies” exist alongside CTs lacking an empirical
basis (Marinov and Popova 2022). Poland is a democ-
racy—albeit one that experienced backsliding. How
would our findings vary in weakly democratic or autocratic
contexts, where one party controls public discourse
(Radnitz 2021, 187) through censorship (Roberts 2018)
or positive propaganda (Guriev and Treisman 2019)?
Incentives to conceal extrajudicial violence (Fariss, Ken-
wick, and Reuning 2020) may further blur the distinction
between verifiable conspiracies and conspiracy theories,
impacting how unproven ideas propagate. Our findings
raise new questions about how different regimes’ control
over political information shapes the credibility of true
conspiracies, CT frames, and a CT’s online lifespan.
We also connect the literature on CTs with that on

historical memory and politics. Historical memories of
Russian aggression and contemporary Russian war crimes
against Ukrainians (Hinnant and Keaten 2023) help prop-
agate several CTs across Central and Eastern Europe, which
lends credibility to those CTs claiming PO-Russia collusion
caused the Smoleńsk crash.We show that political elites who
post CTs blaming PO for betraying Poland and conspiring
with Russia gained greater Twitter engagement after Russia’s
February 2022 full-scale invasion of Ukraine. This effect
holds among ordinary users. Our findings have implications
for research on howCT entrepreneurs can leverage historical
narratives and focusing events to spread disinformation.
Finally, the CTs we analyze have shaped Polish politics

for twelve years, yielding regular online and offline engage-
ment. By tracing when a popular CT’s profile rises, we
start to identify the conditions under which online CT
engagement proliferates. This article’s efforts to identify
the timing of CT popularity is a first step to pinpointing
when and how online disinformation translates to offline
political engagement. Our findings raise several additional
avenues for future research. Do newer CTs spread via the
same mechanisms as older ones? Do discussions of CTs
differ online and offline? Our research lays the foundation

for these and other consequential questions on conspiracy
theory proliferation and popularity.
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Notes
1 See exceptions in the communications field, focusing

on COVID-19 and natural disaster-related disinfor-
mation: Kant et al. 2022; King and Wang 2021;
Nanath and Joy 2021; Yu et al. 2022.

2 Twitter engagement occurs with likes and retweets.
Likes represent a tweet’s “popularity” (Zhang et al.
2021). Retweets, however, can express agreement, dis-
agreement, or an agnostic desire to share information.
We cannot be sure. Rather than speculate on users’
intent, we consider retweets a proxy for the online
visibility or “virality” of a CT (Pancer and Poole 2016).
Retweets directly spread CTs to new audiences. Popu-
larity may also breed virality, as Twitter shows
in-timeline tweets that friends liked. Though likes may
be a more explicit “social endorsement” (Tucker et al.
2018), likes and retweets both reflect tweet engagement
and spread.

3 Online appendix G provides details about the official
investigative reports.

4 Not all CTs invoking foreign threat will spread widely.
Only when CTs can portray foreign actors as credibly
threatening harm to the in-group (Uscinski and Parent
2014) do we expect CTs to spreadmore. For example, if
the plane crash occurred in New Zealand rather than
Russia, CTs blaming PO-New Zealand collusion may
not emerge or gain purchase because New Zealand has
not historically behaved aggressively towards Poland.
Only if international tensions sparked between
New Zealand and Poland, and a credible foreign threat
emerged, would our theory anticipate such a
New Zealand incident to generate popular collusion
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CTs in Poland. By contrast, following Russian parti-
tions and war with the Soviets, the threat of Russian
collusion with internal Polish actors invoked by the
Smoleńsk CTs may appear more credible.

5 We do not anticipate PiS tweets to generate engagement
from non-PiS partisans. We expect PiS politicians to
garner more engagement than non-PiS elite tweets,
given party elites’ ability to encourage co-partisans to
believe in CTs (Miller, Saunders, and Farhart 2016;
Pasek et al. 2015). However, our Twitter data do not
allow us to observe users’ partisanship.

6 All results are robust to using the Poisson specification.
Refer to online appendix H.

7 Thus, the equation for μi now holds:

log μið Þ¼ β0 þ β1CT i,t þβ2PiSOfficial i,t

þ β3CT i,t ∗ PiSOfficial i,t þx0
i,tβ

PiS elites may naturally have more engagement due to
their stature, so we control for a user’s logged follower
and friend count, which compensates for PiS leaders’
larger baseline networks. Online appendix B, figure 8,
shows distributions of logged follower counts for PiS
elites and non-PiS elites.

8 The confidence intervals are substantially larger for CTs
blaming Tusk for the explosion when compared to
PO. Fewer CTs mention Tusk, making these estimates
less precise.

9 Thus, the equation for μi holds:

log μið Þ¼ β0þβ1CT i,t þβ2Wari,t þβ3PisOfficiali,t

þ β4CT i,t ∗Wari,t þβ5CT i,t ∗ PisOfficiali,t

þ β6Wari,t ∗ PisOfficiali,t

þ β7CT i,t ∗Wari,t ∗ PisOfficiali,t þx0
i,tβ
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